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I try not to obsess over possessions… after all they are just
things and all things can be replaced. But even I recognize
the comfort that comes from being surrounded by the familiar
items one has collected over a lifetime.
The above picture is the view from my reading chair, something
which I have gotten quite a bit of use from over the past
month. And I am struck at how much the various objects I can
see from this vantage point brings me pleasure because I can
recall where and how they were acquired.
My wife and I have pieced our furnishings together over many
years, surprising even ourselves sometimes at how well they
seem to fit, as if they were purchased at the same time.
The two buffets which are placed on opposite walls were bought
at separate antique stores 3 or 4 years apart but give the
impression that they are a matched set because of the
intricate carving of the doors.

The settee in the foreground took us a long time to find as we
were careful not to buy something that would overwhelm the
space. We found it by chance one day while visiting the shops
of Winter Park. We made the shop owner break up a 3 piece set
because we did not want to part with the wingback chairs we
use for our reading area and surprisingly, as unusual as the
settee’s fabric is, the colors blend perfectly with the
wingbacks we find so comfortable.
The table and chairs (partially hidden by the settee) was an
auction find that still causes some controversy in our house.
I overruled Kate’s uncertainty and bid $100 for the antique
set (dining table and six chairs). No one else bid against us
so we brought it home. It still garners the most compliments
from guests and visitors (much to Kate’s chagrin.)
Even the knick knacks and decorative items on surfaces or
shelves can make me smile as each one has its own story as to
how it arrived to find a place in our home. That has been the
secret key to our decorative style. We never buy anything for
the sake of buying it. We look for things that will have
meaning – something that can represent an event or time in our
lives. So I guess that makes them more than mere possessions.
They are memories… and memories are precious.
Michael Ondrasik and Home Video Studio Mount Dora specialize
in the preservation of family memories through the
digitalization of film, videotapes, audio recordings, photos,
negatives, and slides. For more information, call 352-735-8550
or visit our website.

